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The The ‚‚holy grailholy grail‘‘ of heavyof heavy--ion physics:ion physics:

•• Study of the Study of the 
phase transitionphase transition
from hadronic to from hadronic to 
partonic matter partonic matter ––

QuarkQuark--GluonGluon--
PlasmaPlasma

•• Search for the Search for the critical pointcritical point

•• Study of the Study of the inin--mediummedium properties of hadrons at high baryon properties of hadrons at high baryon 
density and temperaturedensity and temperature

The phase diagram of QCDThe phase diagram of QCD

The goal:The goal: to study the properties of strongly interacting matter under to study the properties of strongly interacting matter under 
extreme conditions from a microscopic point of viewextreme conditions from a microscopic point of view
Realization:Realization: dynamical manydynamical many--body transport modelsbody transport models
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SemiSemi--classical BUU equationclassical BUU equation
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BoltzmannBoltzmann--UehlingUehling--Uhlenbeck equation Uhlenbeck equation (non(non--relativistic formulation)relativistic formulation)
-- propagation of particles in the propagation of particles in the selfself--generated Hartreegenerated Hartree--Fock meanFock mean--field field 
potential potential U(r,t)U(r,t) with an onwith an on--shellshell collision term:collision term:
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is the is the single particle phasesingle particle phase--space distribution function space distribution function 
-- probability to find the particle at position probability to find the particle at position rr with momentum with momentum pp at time at time tt

 selfself--generated generated HartreeHartree--Fock meanFock mean--field potential:field potential:

Ludwig Boltzmann

collision term: collision term: 
elastic and elastic and 
inelastic reactionsinelastic reactions
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Probability includingProbability including Pauli blocking of fermions:Pauli blocking of fermions:
)f1)(f1(ff)f1)(f1(ffP 43212143 

Gain term: 3+4Gain term: 3+41+21+2 Loss term: 1+2Loss term: 1+23+43+4

 Collision termCollision term for 1+2for 1+23+4 (let3+4 (let‘‘s consider fermions) s consider fermions) ::
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Theoretical description of Theoretical description of ‘‘inin--medium effectsmedium effects’’

ManyMany--body theory:body theory:
Strong interaction  Strong interaction   large widthlarge width = short life= short life--timetime

 broad spectral function broad spectral function  quantum objectquantum object

 How to describe the How to describe the dynamics of dynamics of 
broadbroad strongly interacting quantum strongly interacting quantum 
statesstates in in transport theorytransport theory??

Barcelona / Barcelona / 
Valencia Valencia 
groupgroup

(1783)N(1783)N--11

and and 
(1830)N(1830)N--11

exitationsexitations

 semisemi--classical BUUclassical BUU

 generalized transport equationsgeneralized transport equations

first order gradient first order gradient 
expansion of quantum expansion of quantum 
KadanoffKadanoff--Baym equationsBaym equations

InIn--medium effects = changes of particle properties in the hot and medium effects = changes of particle properties in the hot and 
dense baryonic medium; example dense baryonic medium; example –– vector mesons, strange mesonsvector mesons, strange mesons
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Dynamical description of strongly interacting systemsDynamical description of strongly interacting systems

 SemiSemi--classical onclassical on--shell BUU:shell BUU: appliesapplies for small collisional width, i.e.  for a weakly for small collisional width, i.e.  for a weakly 
interacting systems of particlesinteracting systems of particles

 Quantum field theory Quantum field theory 
KadanoffKadanoff--Baym dynamicsBaym dynamics for resummed singlefor resummed single--particle Green functions Sparticle Green functions S<<

(1962)(1962)

Leo KadanoffLeo Kadanoff Gordon BaymGordon Baym
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Green functions SGreen functions S< < / self/ self--energies energies ::

operatororderingtime)anti()T(T
)fermions/bosons(1

ca 



Integration over the intermediate spacetimeIntegration over the intermediate spacetime

How to describeHow to describe strongly interacting systems?!strongly interacting systems?!
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From KadanoffFrom Kadanoff--Baym equations to Baym equations to 
generalized transport equationsgeneralized transport equations

After the After the first order gradient expansion of the Wigner transformed first order gradient expansion of the Wigner transformed KadanoffKadanoff--Baym Baym 
equations and separation into the real and imaginary parts one gequations and separation into the real and imaginary parts one gets:ets:

Backflow termBackflow term incorporates theincorporates the offoff--shellshell behavior in the particle propagationbehavior in the particle propagation
!! vanishes in the quasiparticle limitvanishes in the quasiparticle limit AAXPXP  (p(p22--MM22) ) 

 Spectral function:Spectral function:

–– ‚‚widthwidth‘‘ of spectral functionof spectral function
= = reaction ratereaction rate of particle (at spaceof particle (at space--time position X)time position X)

44--dimentional generalizaton of the Poissondimentional generalizaton of the Poisson--bracket:bracket:

W. Cassing , S. Juchem, NPA 665 (2000) 377; 672 (2000) 417; 677 W. Cassing , S. Juchem, NPA 665 (2000) 377; 672 (2000) 417; 677 (2000) 445(2000) 445

 GTE: GTE: Propagation of the GreenPropagation of the Green‘‘s functions function iiSS<<
XPXP=A=AXPXPNNXPXP , , which carries which carries 

information not only on the information not only on the number of particlesnumber of particles ((NNXPXP)), but also on their , but also on their properties,properties,
interactions and correlationsinteractions and correlations (via (via AAXPXP))

 0
ret
XPXP p2Im 

drift termdrift term Vlasov termVlasov term collision term =collision term = ‚‚gaingain‘‘ -- ‚‚lossloss‘‘ termtermbackflow termbackflow term

Generalized transport equations (GTE):Generalized transport equations (GTE):


 c
 Life timeLife time
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From SIS to LHC: from hadrons to partonsFrom SIS to LHC: from hadrons to partons

The goal:The goal: to to study of the phase transitionstudy of the phase transition from hadronic to partonic matter  from hadronic to partonic matter  
and properties of the Quarkand properties of the Quark--GluonGluon--Plasma from Plasma from microscopic originmicroscopic origin

 need aneed a consistent nonconsistent non--equilibrium transport modelequilibrium transport model

 with explicit with explicit partonparton--parton interactions parton interactions (i.e. between quarks and gluons)(i.e. between quarks and gluons)
 explicit explicit phase transitionphase transition from hadronic to partonic degrees of freedomfrom hadronic to partonic degrees of freedom
 lQCD EoS lQCD EoS for partonic phase (for partonic phase (‚‚crossovercrossover‘‘ at at qq=0)=0)

PPartonarton--HHadronadron--SStringtring--DDynamics (ynamics (PHSDPHSD))

QGP phase QGP phase described bydescribed by

DDynamical ynamical QQuasiuasiPParticle article MModel odel 
(DQPMDQPM)

 Transport theoryTransport theory:   off:   off--shell Kadanoffshell Kadanoff--Baym equations Baym equations for the for the 
GreenGreen--functions Sfunctions S<<

hh(x,p) in phase(x,p) in phase--space representation for thespace representation for the
partonicpartonic and and hadronic phasehadronic phase

A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;
Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  

W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;
NPA831 (2009) 215; NPA831 (2009) 215; 

W. Cassing, W. Cassing, EEPJ  ST PJ  ST 168168 (2009) (2009) 33
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DQPM DQPM describes describes QCDQCD properties in terms ofproperties in terms of ‚‚resummedresummed‘‘ singlesingle--particle particle 
GreenGreen‘‘s functionss functions –– in the sense of a twoin the sense of a two--particle irreducible  (particle irreducible  (2PI2PI) approach:) approach:

A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;
Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  

Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM) Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM) -- Basic ideas:Basic ideas:

 the the resummedresummed properties are specified by properties are specified by complex selfcomplex self--energiesenergies which depend which depend 
on temperatureon temperature::
---- thethe real part of selfreal part of self--energies energies ((ΣΣqq,, ΠΠ)) describes a describes a dynamically generateddynamically generated massmass

((MMqq,M,Mgg));;
---- the the imaginary part imaginary part describes thedescribes the interaction widthinteraction width of of partonspartons ((qq,, gg))

 spacespace--like part of energylike part of energy--momentum tensor momentum tensor TT defines the potential energy defines the potential energy 
density and the density and the meanmean--field potentialfield potential (1PI) for quarks and gluons(1PI) for quarks and gluons (U(Uqq, U, Ugg))

2PI frame2PI framewwork ork guarantguarantiieses a consistent description of the systema consistent description of the system inin-- and outand out--ofoff f 
equilibriumequilibrium on the basis ofon the basis of KadanoffKadanoff--BaymBaym equations equations with proper states in with proper states in 
equilibriumequilibrium

Gluon propagator:Gluon propagator: ΔΔ--11 =P=P22 -- ΠΠ gluon selfgluon self--energy:energy: ΠΠ=M=Mgg
22--i2i2ggωω

Quark propagator:Quark propagator: SSqq
--11 = P= P22 -- ΣΣqq quark selfquark self--energy:energy: ΣΣqq=M=Mqq

22--i2i2qqωω
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The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM)The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM)

PropertiesProperties of of interacting quasiinteracting quasi--particles:particles:
massive quarks and gluonsmassive quarks and gluons (g, q, q(g, q, qbarbar))
withwith Lorentzian spectral functions :Lorentzian spectral functions :

DQPM: Peshier, Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;DQPM: Peshier, Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;
Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  

with with 3 parameters:3 parameters: TTss/T/Tcc=0.46; =0.46; cc=28.8; =28.8; =2.42=2.42
(for pure glue  N(for pure glue  Nff=0)=0)

 fit to lattice (lQCD) results fit to lattice (lQCD) results (e.g. entropy density)(e.g. entropy density)

  (T)ω4(T)Mpω

(T)ω4)T,(A
2
i
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i
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)g,q,qi( 

 running couplingrunning coupling (pure glue):(pure glue):

NNcc = 3, N= 3, Nff=3=3

mass:mass:

width:width:

 gluons:gluons: quarks:quarks:

lQCD: pure gluelQCD: pure glue

 Modeling of the quark/gluon masses and widths  Modeling of the quark/gluon masses and widths   HTL limit at high THTL limit at high T
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The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM)The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM)

Peshier, Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007Peshier, Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  ) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  

 Quasiparticle properties:Quasiparticle properties:
 large width and mass for gluons and quarks   large width and mass for gluons and quarks   

••DQPMDQPM matches well matches well lattice QCDlattice QCD••DQPMDQPM provides provides meanmean--fields (1PI) for gluons and fields (1PI) for gluons and 
quarksquarks as well as as well as effective 2effective 2--body interactions (2PI)body interactions (2PI)••DQPMDQPM gives gives transition ratestransition rates for the formation of hadrons for the formation of hadrons  PHSDPHSD

 fit to lattice (lQCD) results fit to lattice (lQCD) results (e.g. entropy density)(e.g. entropy density)
* * BMW lQCD data S. Borsanyi et al., JHEP 1009 (2010) 073BMW lQCD data S. Borsanyi et al., JHEP 1009 (2010) 073

TTCC=158 MeV=158 MeV
CC=0.5 GeV/fm=0.5 GeV/fm33

10
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Initial A+A collisionsInitial A+A collisions::
-- stringstring formation in primary NN collisionsformation in primary NN collisions
-- strings decay to strings decay to prepre--hadronshadrons ((BB -- baryons, baryons, mm –– mesons)mesons)
Formation of QGP stage Formation of QGP stage by dissolution of preby dissolution of pre--hadronshadrons
intointo massive colored quarks  + meanmassive colored quarks  + mean--field energyfield energy
based on thebased on the Dynamical QuasiDynamical Quasi--Particle Model (DQPM)Particle Model (DQPM)
which defines which defines quark spectral functions, quark spectral functions, masses masses MMqq(()) and widths and widths qq (())
+ + meanmean--field potential field potential UUqq at givenat given  –– local energy density local energy density 
( related by ( related by lQCD EoSlQCD EoS to to T T -- temperature in the local cell)temperature in the local cell)

PartonParton Hadron String DynamicsHadron String Dynamics

I. I. From hadrons to QGP:From hadrons to QGP: QGP phase:QGP phase:
> > criticalcritical

II. II. Partonic Partonic phasephase -- QGP:QGP:
quarks and gluons (= quarks and gluons (= ‚‚dynamical dynamical quasiparticlesquasiparticles‘‘))
withwith offoff--shell spectral functionsshell spectral functions (width, mass) defined by the DQPM(width, mass) defined by the DQPM
in in selfself--generated meangenerated mean--field potential field potential for quarks and gluonsfor quarks and gluons UUqq, , UUg  g  
EoSEoS of partonic phase: of partonic phase: ‚‚crossovercrossover‘‘ from lattice QCD from lattice QCD (fitted by DQPM)(fitted by DQPM)
(quasi(quasi--) elastic and inelastic ) elastic and inelastic partonparton--partonparton interactions:interactions:
using the effective cross sections from the DQPM using the effective cross sections from the DQPM 

IV. IV. Hadronic phase:Hadronic phase: hadronhadron--string interactions string interactions –– offoff--shell HSDshell HSD

massive, offmassive, off--shell (antishell (anti--)quarks )quarks with broad spectral functions with broad spectral functions 
hadronizehadronize toto offoff--shell mesons and baryons or color neutral excited states shell mesons and baryons or color neutral excited states --
‚‚stringsstrings‘‘ (strings act as (strings act as ‚‚doorway statesdoorway states‘‘ for hadrons) for hadrons) 

III. III. Hadronization:Hadronization: based on DQPMbased on DQPM

W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;
NPA831 (2009) 215; NPA831 (2009) 215; EEPJ  ST PJ  ST 168168 (2009) (2009) 33; ; NNPPA856A856 (2011) (2011) 162162..
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‚‚BulkBulk‘‘ propertiesproperties
in Au+Auin Au+Au
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Time evolution of energy densityTime evolution of energy density

R. Marty et al, 2014R. Marty et al, 2014

PHSD: 1 event Au+Au, 200 GeV, b = 2 fmPHSD: 1 event Au+Au, 200 GeV, b = 2 fm

timetime

(x,y,z=0) (x,y,z=0) 

(x=0,y,z) (x=0,y,z) 

V: V: x=x=y=1fm, y=1fm, z=1/z=1/fmfm
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Partonic energy fraction in central A+APartonic energy fraction in central A+A

 Strong Strong increase of partonic phase with energyincrease of partonic phase with energy from AGS to RHICfrom AGS to RHIC

 SPS:SPS: Pb+Pb, 160 A GeV: only about Pb+Pb, 160 A GeV: only about 40%40% of the converted energy goes to of the converted energy goes to 
partons; the rest is contained in thepartons; the rest is contained in the large hadronic corona and leading partonslarge hadronic corona and leading partons
 RHICRHIC: Au+Au, 21.3 A TeV: up to : Au+Au, 21.3 A TeV: up to 90%90% -- QGPQGP

W. Cassing & E. Bratkovskaya,  NPA 831 (2009) 215W. Cassing & E. Bratkovskaya,  NPA 831 (2009) 215
V. Konchakovski et al., V. Konchakovski et al., Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 011902 Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 011902 
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Time evolution of the partonic energy fraction vs energyTime evolution of the partonic energy fraction vs energy



Transverse mass spectra from SPS to RHICTransverse mass spectra from SPS to RHIC

Central Pb + Pb at  SPS energiesCentral Pb + Pb at  SPS energies

 PHSDPHSD gives gives harder mharder mTT spectraspectra and works better than HSD (wo QGP) at high and works better than HSD (wo QGP) at high 
energies energies –– RHIC, SPS (and top FAIR, NICA) RHIC, SPS (and top FAIR, NICA) 
 however, at however, at low SPSlow SPS (and low FAIR, NICA) energies the (and low FAIR, NICA) energies the effect of the effect of the 
partonic phase decreasespartonic phase decreases due to the decrease of the partonic fraction due to the decrease of the partonic fraction 

Central Au+Au at RHICCentral Au+Au at RHIC

W. Cassing & E. Bratkovskaya,  NPA 831 (2009) 215W. Cassing & E. Bratkovskaya,  NPA 831 (2009) 215
E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V. Konchakovski,  E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V. Konchakovski,  
O. Linnyk, O. Linnyk, NPA856 (2011) 162NPA856 (2011) 162
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ppTT spectra for Pb+Pb from PHSD at LHCspectra for Pb+Pb from PHSD at LHC

V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534

ppTT spectra of charged hadronsspectra of charged hadrons
and  pionsand  pions

central Pb+Pb at scentral Pb+Pb at s1/21/2=2.76 TeV=2.76 TeV

 PHSD reproduces ALICE data on Pb+PbPHSD reproduces ALICE data on Pb+Pb

Charged particle multiplicity vs centralityCharged particle multiplicity vs centrality
PHSD: PHSD: Phys.Rev. C87 (2013) 014905Phys.Rev. C87 (2013) 014905; arXiv:1208.1279; arXiv:1208.1279

Low pLow pTT spectra of pions and kaonsspectra of pions and kaons
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‚‚ColdCold‘‘ nuclear matter at LHCnuclear matter at LHC

V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534

Centrality dependence ofCentrality dependence of lablab spectra of charged hadrons p+Pb at sspectra of charged hadrons p+Pb at s1/21/2=5.02 TeV=5.02 TeV

 Great surprize Great surprize  evidence for the cevidence for the creation of reation of ‚‚QGPQGP‘‘ in p+Pb collisions !in p+Pb collisions !

Energy density in p+Pb is very highEnergy density in p+Pb is very high,,
up toup to ~10~1055 GeV/fmGeV/fm3  3   comparable with HIC!comparable with HIC!

t=0.002 fm/ct=0.002 fm/c
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Correlations of mean pCorrelations of mean pTT vs Nvs Nchch at LHCat LHC

Mean pMean pTT of charged hadrons at midrapidity vs Nof charged hadrons at midrapidity vs Nchch

V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534

 Mean pMean pT T spectra of spectra of p+p and p+Pbp+p and p+Pb are are identical at low Nidentical at low Nch ch since since NNcollcoll~1~1--2 2 
similar to ppsimilar to pp

 The origin for the The origin for the ‚‚hierarchyhierarchy‘‘ of  mean pof  mean pT T at larger Nat larger Nchch ::
NNcoll coll >>1>>1  summation of summation of multiple (soft) collisions multiple (soft) collisions 

 probe only probe only narrow part of the narrow part of the 
total phase spacetotal phase space forfor |||<0.3 |<0.3 
large influence of correlations!large influence of correlations!



Messages from the study of particle spectraMessages from the study of particle spectra

 PHSDPHSD gives gives harder mharder mTT spectraspectra than HSD (without QGP) at high than HSD (without QGP) at high 
energies energies –– LHC, RHIC, SPSLHC, RHIC, SPS

 at at RHIC and LHCRHIC and LHC the the QGP dominatesQGP dominates the early stage dynamicsthe early stage dynamics

 at at low SPSlow SPS (and low FAIR, NICA) energies the (and low FAIR, NICA) energies the effect of the partonic effect of the partonic 
phase decreasesphase decreases

 ‚cold‘ nuclear matter at LHC ‚cold‘ nuclear matter at LHC  creation of QGP in p+Pbcreation of QGP in p+Pb
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Collective flow,Collective flow,
anisotropy coefficients (vanisotropy coefficients (v11, v, v2, ...2, ...))

in A+Ain A+A

x

z
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Anisotropy coefficientsAnisotropy coefficients

Non central Non central Au+Au Au+Au collisions :  collisions :  
 iinteractionnteraction between constituents between constituents leads to aleads to a pressure pressure 
gradientgradient  spatial asymmetry spatial asymmetry is is converted converted toto anan
asymmetry in momentum spaceasymmetry in momentum space  collective flowcollective flow

vv2 2 > 0> 0 indicatesindicates inin--plane plane emission of particlesemission of particles
vv2 2 < 0 < 0 corresponds to acorresponds to a squeezesqueeze--out out perpendicularperpendicular
to the reaction plane (to the reaction plane (outout--ofof--planeplane emission)emission)

vv2 2 > 0> 0

from S. A. Voloshin, arXiv:1111.7241from S. A. Voloshin, arXiv:1111.7241
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Directed flow signals of the QuarkDirected flow signals of the Quark––Gluon Plasma?Gluon Plasma?

From H. From H. StStööckercker, , NuclNucl. Phys. A 750, 121 (2005). Phys. A 750, 121 (2005)

 Early ideal hydro calculation predicted the Early ideal hydro calculation predicted the 
““softest pointsoftest point””, at , at EElablab= 8 = 8 AGeVAGeV

 A linear extrapolation of the data (A linear extrapolation of the data (arrowarrow) ) 
suggests a suggests a collapse of flow at collapse of flow at EElablab= 30 = 30 AGeVAGeV

2005 :2005 :

Hydro: J. Hydro: J. BrachmannBrachmann et al., et al., 
PRC 61 (2000) 024909PRC 61 (2000) 024909



Recent STAR measurements of vRecent STAR measurements of v11 of identified hadronsof identified hadrons

STAR collaboration, PRL 112, 162301 (2014)  STAR collaboration, PRL 112, 162301 (2014)  

 mmeasured yeasured y--distributions aredistributions are smoothsmooth !!

 ((NetNet--))proton vproton v1 1 slope at slope at midrapiditymidrapidity
changes sign changes sign at at √√ssNNNN ~10~10 GeV GeV 

 EOS softest point ?EOS softest point ?
(1st order phase transition ?) (1st order phase transition ?) 

0=y
1 |

dy
d=F 

Slope of vSlope of v11(y) (y) 
at at midrapiditymidrapidity::
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 Color scaleColor scale: : baryon number densitybaryon number density
Black levelsBlack levels: QGP: QGP-- partonparton density 0.6 and 0.01 fmdensity 0.6 and 0.01 fm--33

Red arrowsRed arrows: : local velocity of baryon matterlocal velocity of baryon matter

t = 3 fm/ct = 3 fm/c t = 6 fm/ct = 6 fm/c

PHSD: snapshot of the reaction plane at 11 A PHSD: snapshot of the reaction plane at 11 A GeVGeV

V. V. KonchakovskiKonchakovski, W. , W. CassingCassing, Yu. , Yu. IvanovIvanov, V. , V. ToneevToneev, , 
PRC(2014),  PRC(2014),  arXivarXiv:1404.2765:1404.2765

 Directed flow vDirected flow v11 isis formed at an early formed at an early 
stagestage of the nuclear interactionof the nuclear interaction

 BaryonsBaryons are reachingare reaching positivepositive and and 
mesons mesons –– negativenegative value of vvalue of v11
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STAR Collaboration, PRL 112, 162301 (2014)STAR Collaboration, PRL 112, 162301 (2014)
PHSD/HSD :PHSD/HSD : V. V. KonchakovskiKonchakovski et al., PRC90 (2014) et al., PRC90 (2014) 1490314903
UrQMDUrQMD:: J. J. SteinheimerSteinheimer et al., et al., PRC 89 (2014) 054913PRC 89 (2014) 054913

Excitation function of vExcitation function of v11 slopes at slopes at midrapiditymidrapidity

0=y
1 |

dy
d=F 

The slope of vThe slope of v11(y) at y=0:(y) at y=0:
I.TransportI.Transport

modelsmodels
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Excitation function of vExcitation function of v11 slopesslopes

0=y
1 |

dy
d=F 

The slope of vThe slope of v11(y) (y) 
at at midrapiditymidrapidity::

Models:Models:
I. Transport models:I. Transport models:
HSD, PHSD, HSD, PHSD, UrQMDUrQMD

II. II. ‘‘HydroHydro’’ models:models:

 3D3D--Fluid Dynamic Fluid Dynamic 
approach (3FD)approach (3FD)

1FD1FD--hydro with hydro with chiralchiral
crosscross--over (over () and Bag ) and Bag 
Model (BM) Model (BM) EoSEoS

 HybridHybrid--UrQMDUrQMD with BM with BM 
and and --EoSEoS (shaded (shaded arriaarria))

 smooth crossover?!crossover?!
STAR Collaboration, PRL 112, 162301 (2014)STAR Collaboration, PRL 112, 162301 (2014)
PHSD/HSD and 3DPHSD/HSD and 3D--fluid hydro:fluid hydro: V. V. KonchakovskiKonchakovski, W. , W. CassingCassing, Yu. , Yu. IvanovIvanov, V. , V. ToneevToneev, PRC90 (2014) , PRC90 (2014) 1490314903
Hybrid/Hybrid/UrQMDUrQMD/Hydro:/Hydro: J. J. SteinheimerSteinheimer, J. , J. AuvinenAuvinen, H. Petersen, M. , H. Petersen, M. BleicherBleicher, H. , H. StStööckercker, , PRC 89 (2014) 054913PRC 89 (2014) 054913

II. II. ‘‘HydroHydro’’
modelsmodels

I.TransportI.Transport
modelsmodels
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Excitation function of vExcitation function of v11 slopes of K,slopes of K,KKbarbar

PHSD/HSD:PHSD/HSD: W. W. CassingCassing,, V. P. V. P. KonchakovskiKonchakovski, A. , A. PalmesePalmese, V. D. , V. D. ToneevToneev, and E. L. Bratkovskaya, , and E. L. Bratkovskaya, arXivarXiv:1408.4313:1408.4313

Including K, Kbar potential:Including K, Kbar potential:Without K, Kbar potentialWithout K, Kbar potential

From From GG--matrixmatrix: : L. L. TolTolóóss et al, et al, 
PRC 65, 054907 (2002)PRC 65, 054907 (2002)

Potential: attractive for KPotential: attractive for K--, , 
repulsive for Krepulsive for K+  +  

UUKK -- relevant forrelevant for BB<3<30 0 

Strong influence of (antiStrong influence of (anti--) ) 
kaonkaon potentialpotential at low at low 
energies!energies!

 at high energies at high energies ––
partonic interactionspartonic interactions are are 
important (differences important (differences 
between HSD and PHSD)between HSD and PHSD)

 vv1 1 slopeslopes of K, Kbar s of K, Kbar at at midrapiditymidrapidity –– sensitive to the dynamics!sensitive to the dynamics!
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Messages from the directed flow vMessages from the directed flow v11 analysisanalysis

 The The PHSDPHSD reproduces the general trends in the vreproduces the general trends in the v11(y) excitation functions(y) excitation functions
in the energy range in the energy range √√s =7.7s =7.7--200200 GeVGeV. . 
We don't see any "wiggleWe don't see any "wiggle--like"  structures as expected by early hydro calculations like"  structures as expected by early hydro calculations 
but see abut see a softening of the softening of the EoSEoS in the BES rangein the BES range..

 The PHSD results differ from those of The PHSD results differ from those of HSDHSD where no explicit partonic degrees of where no explicit partonic degrees of 
freedom are incorporated. A comparison of both microscopic modelfreedom are incorporated. A comparison of both microscopic models has s has 
provided detailed information on theprovided detailed information on the effect of effect of partonparton dynamics on the directed dynamics on the directed 
flow flow (especially for (especially for pionspions).).

 Inclusion ofInclusion of antiproton annihilationantiproton annihilation into several mesonsinto several mesons as well as the inverseas well as the inverse
multimulti--meson fusion processes meson fusion processes in HSD/PHSD help to reproduce antiproton directed in HSD/PHSD help to reproduce antiproton directed 
flow at lower energies.flow at lower energies.

 33--Fluid Dynamic approachFluid Dynamic approach (3FD) gives(3FD) gives reasonable resultsreasonable results for proton and for proton and pionpion
slopes of vslopes of v11 but fails at 7.7 but fails at 7.7 GeVGeV for antiprotonsfor antiprotons

 Crossover transition Crossover transition agreesagrees betterbetter with the experimental data with the experimental data thanthan a purea pure hadronic hadronic 
EoSEoS

 Sizeable effect of Sizeable effect of momentum dependent meanmomentum dependent mean--fieldsfields on directed flowson directed flows
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Collective flow: vCollective flow: v22 excitation functionsexcitation functions

The excitation function for vThe excitation function for v2 2 of charged of charged 
particlesparticles from stringfrom string--hadron transport models : hadron transport models : 

PHSDPHSD

0.1 1 10
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-0.05
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0.10

0.15

0.20

 RBUU (Munich), potential
 RBUU (Giessen), potential
 RBUU (Giessen), cascade
GiBUU, potential
GBUU, cascade

Au+Au, mid-rapidity, semi-central
protons

 EOS/ E895/ E877
 FOPI/ Plastic Ball/ LAND/ MSU

v 2

Ebeam [GeV] 

Influence of hadron potentials Influence of hadron potentials  EoSEoS

QGPQGP
UrQMDUrQMD
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Development of azimuthal anisotropies in timeDevelopment of azimuthal anisotropies in time

 Flow coefficientsFlow coefficients reach their reach their asymptotic values by the time of 6asymptotic values by the time of 6––8 fm8 fm/c/c
after the beginning of the collisionafter the beginning of the collision

V. Konchakovski, E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V.  Toneev, V. Konchakovski, E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V.  Toneev, 
V. Voronyuk, V. Voronyuk, Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 011902  Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 011902  

 Time evolution of Time evolution of vvnn for for b b = 8 fm= 8 fm
 Flow velocityFlow velocity for for b b = 2 fm  = 2 fm  

(x=0,y,z), t=0.5 fm/c(x=0,y,z), t=0.5 fm/c

Au + Au collisions at  Au + Au collisions at  s s 1/21/2 = 200 GeV= 200 GeV

(x=0,y,z), t=0.5 fm/c(x=0,y,z), t=0.5 fm/c



Elliptic flow vElliptic flow v22 vs. collision energy for Au+Auvs. collision energy for Au+Au

31

 vv2  2  in PHSD is larger than in HSD in PHSD is larger than in HSD 
due to the due to the repulsive scalar meanrepulsive scalar mean--
field potential Ufield potential Uss((ρρ)) for partonsfor partons

 vv2 2 grows with bombarding energygrows with bombarding energy
due to the due to the increase of the parton increase of the parton 
fractionfraction

V. Konchakovski, E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V.  Toneev, V. Konchakovski, E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V.  Toneev, 
V. Voronyuk, V. Voronyuk, Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 011902  Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 011902  
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Elliptic flow scaling at RHICElliptic flow scaling at RHIC

 The The mass splitting at low pmass splitting at low pTT is approximately reproduced in PHSD as is approximately reproduced in PHSD as 
well as the well as the mesonmeson--baryon splitting for pbaryon splitting for pTT > 2 GeV/c> 2 GeV/c

 The The scaling of vscaling of v22 with the number of constituent quarks nwith the number of constituent quarks nqq is roughly in is roughly in 
line with the data line with the data 

E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V. Konchakovski,  E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V. Konchakovski,  
O. Linnyk, O. Linnyk, NPA856 (2011) 162NPA856 (2011) 162



Transverse momentum dependence of triangular Transverse momentum dependence of triangular 
flow at RHICflow at RHIC

triangular flowtriangular flow

 HSD (without QGP) shows a flat pHSD (without QGP) shows a flat pTT distributiondistribution

 PHSD shows an PHSD shows an increase of increase of vv3 3 with  pwith  pTT

 vv33 : : needsneeds partonic degrees of freedom !partonic degrees of freedom !

V. Konchakovski, E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V.  Toneev, V. Konchakovski, E. Bratkovskaya,  W. Cassing,  V.  Toneev, 
V. Voronyuk, V. Voronyuk, Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012)  044922  Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012)  044922  
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VVnn (n=2,3,4,5) of charged particles from PHSD at LHC(n=2,3,4,5) of charged particles from PHSD at LHC

V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534V. Konchakovski,  W. Cassing, V. Toneev, arXiv:1411.5534

PHSD:PHSD: increase of increase of vvn n (n=2,3,4,5) (n=2,3,4,5) with with ppTT

 vv2 2 increases with decreasing centralityincreases with decreasing centrality

 vvn n (n=3,4,5) (n=3,4,5) show weak centrality dependenceshow weak centrality dependence

symbols symbols –– ALICE ALICE 
PRL 107 (2011) 032301PRL 107 (2011) 032301

lines lines –– PHSD (ePHSD (e--byby--e)e)



Messages from the study of anisotropy coefficientsMessages from the study of anisotropy coefficients VVnn

 Anisotropy coefficients vAnisotropy coefficients vnn (n=2,3,4,5,...) as a signal of the QGP:(n=2,3,4,5,...) as a signal of the QGP:

 quark number scaling of vquark number scaling of v22 at ultrarelativistic energies at ultrarelativistic energies –– signal of signal of 
deconfinement deconfinement 

 growing of vgrowing of v2 2 with energywith energy –– partonic interactions generate a larger partonic interactions generate a larger 
pressure than the hadronic interactionspressure than the hadronic interactions

 vvnn, n=3,4,5.., n=3,4,5.. –– sensitive to QGPsensitive to QGP
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